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A Customizable Reader

## Criminal Justice in the United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Packer, Herbert</td>
<td>Two Models of the Criminal Process</td>
<td>DEV635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Economist</td>
<td>Crime In America: Violent and Irrational – And That’s Just the Policy</td>
<td>DEV240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Explanations of Criminal Behavior

| Various authors         | Crime’s Decline: Why?                                                 | DEV604|
| Glassner, Barry         | Why American’s Fear the Wrong Things                                 | DEV529|

## The Causes of Crime

| Akers, Ronald L.        | Introduction to Criminological Theory                                 | DEV229|
| Hagan, John             | Why is There so Little Criminal Justice Theory ?: Neglected Macro- and Micro-Level Links between Organization and Behavior | DEV555|

## Criminal Law

| Hagan, John             | Seven Approaches to the Definition of Crime and Deviance              | DEV236|

## The History of Policing

| Kelling, George et al.  | The Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment                         | DEV3337|

## Policing: Organization, Role and Function

| Skolnick, Jeremy        | A Sketch of the Policeman’s “Working Personality”                    | DEV659|
| Cooper, Steve           | A Closer Look at Racial Profiling                                    | DEV690|

## Policing and the Rule of the Law

| Hunt, Jennifer,         | The Social Context of Police Lying                                   | DEV221|
| and Peter Manning       |                                                                      |       |

## The Courts

| Huemann, Milton         | Prosecutors Adapting to Plea Bargaining                              | DEV624|
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### THE COURTROOM AND THE CRIMINAL TRIAL

- **Cole, George F.**  
  **The Decision to Prosecute** (DEV103)  
- **Blumberg, Abraham S.**  
  **The Practice of Law as a Confidence Game: Organizational Cooperation of a Profession** (DEV603)

### SENTENCING

- **Zatz, Marjorie S.**  
  **The Changing Form of Racial/Ethnic Biases in Sentencing** (DEV228)  
- **Robinson, Matthew**  
  **The Ultimate Sanction: Death As Justice** (DEV556)

### PROBATION AND PAROLE

- **Petersilia, Joan**  
  **Probation in the United States: Practices and Challenges** (DEV662)

### PRISONS, JAILS, AND PRISONERS

- **Clear, Todd**  
  **Ten Unintended Consequences of Growth in Imprisonment** (DEV677)  
- **Reiman, Jeffrey**  
  **The Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Prison** (DEV077)  
- **Sykes, Gresham M.**  
  **The Pains of Imprisonment** (DEV357)  
- **Zimbardo, Phillip**  
  **Pathology of Imprisonment** (DEV082)

### JUVENILE JUSTICE

- **Greenwood, Peter W.**  
  **Responding to Juvenile Crime: Lessons Learned** (DEV621)  
- **Ohlin, Lloyd**  
  **The Future of Juvenile Justice Policy and Research** (DEV634)

### DRUGS AND CRIME

- **Inciardi, James, et al.**  
  **The Origins of Crack** (DEV168)  
- **Alexander, Jr., Randolph**  
  **Differential Punishing of African Americans and Whites Who Possess Drugs** (DEV549)

### A MULTINATIONAL PERSPECTIVE TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE

- **Human Rights Watch**  
  **The Human Rights Watch Global Report of Prisons** (DEV526)  
- **Currie, Elliot**  
  **The American Nightmare** (DEV165)

### LOOKING AHEAD: THE FUTURE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

- **Currie, Elliot**  
  **Confronting Crime: Looking Toward the Twenty-First Century** (DEV613)